EPOTEC
The Proven Pool Coating

The all NEW EPOTEC NT (New Technology)
With all manufactured products they need upgrades every
now and then to take advantage of new technology, new
ideas and better production techniques. Epotec HB is no
exception and after 25 plus years of faithful and proven
performance an upgrade was decided.
After 4 years of rigorous work in the lab and in the field,
Epotec NT (New Technology) was ready to be launched.

Epotec NT takes advantage of the improved chemistry now
available and better satisfies the demands and needs of the
pool owner in many ways. This includes more tolerance to
weather when curing, improved colour retention, greater film
build when needed and easier mixing and application. Epotec
NT has been used already in pools and monitored closely.
Excellent results from the field, supported all the lab work.

Beautiful deep intense blue, first coat.
Fantastic opacity and coverage.

Applying the first coat of Epotec NT Tasman
over a previously coated and prepared epoxy
coating.

At the steps when finished you can see the
graduation in colour as the depth increases.

Dark Blue (Tasman)

The finished pool and showing the great
colour Tasman offers, more so when the
pool is in light and shaded areas.

Epotec NT, has distinct improvements and thus makes it more user friendly for both DIY and Contractor alike. The most useful being
a bigger pack size than before meaning less mixing time, and the fact its ready to use immediately, with no waiting for induction.
Application is still just as easy, be it brush or roller, and with no thinners the smell is hardly noticeable.
Epotec NT flows out nicely and can be used to fill indentations and depressions as you go, giving a much smoother surface, tile like.
As you can see even in one coat its coverage is impressive blanking out the colour underneath, though you still need 2 coats for
maximum benefits and life. The intense pigmentation is a big enhancement too, providing richer and more intense colour now and
into the future.
Epotec NT has the same excellent value for money that the earlier formulation enjoyed, another important factor too.
We believe Epotec NT will be the pool coating you have been looking for and can use in your pool with confidence and with the
)
satisfaction of an attractive, easy clean pool, season after season.

The look after just
the first coat.

Impressive!
Here the exposed
concrete surface is
being patch primed
with Concrete WB
Sealer, prior to first
colour coat.

Tasman (Dark Blue)

Finished with Epotec NT Tasman. Ready to enjoy.

A lovely pool in a semi tropical location
with Epotec NT, with a 50/50 blend of
Tasman and Royal Blue.

)
EPOTEC, THE Proven Epoxy Pool (and Spa) Coating is available for your pool. Be it Fibreglass, Marblesheen, Pebblecrete
or Concrete. EPOTEC will give it a new lease of life. A life that’s long lasting, economic and attractive. We work with
you, DIY, with your painter or an Approved Applicator for a great finish, every time. Warranty available. See our web
site for helpful information and more images of EPOTEC in action www.pool paint.com.au
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